The dilemma of ethnic insecurity
The fundamental issue of the Karabagh conflict is the fact of a significant "security dilemma", whereby the Armenians of Karabagh were driven by the fear of mass extinction, a fear compounded by the realization that state guarantees of safety did not exist. The pogroms in Baku and the organized violence in Sumgait directed against the Armenian minority demonstrated the insecurity of the Armenian population residing within Azerbaijan. The outbreak of anti-Armenian violence in Azerbaijan fed the already present sociological insecurity of Armenians stemming from the 1915 Armenian Genocide perpetrated by neighboring Turkey.
2 The preconditions of the conflict, following a pattern found in most incidents of ethnic violence, included a series of ethnically defined grievances, negative ethnic stereotypes, and disputes over emotive symbols (land, churches, and so on). Other factors necessary to raise the danger of actual violence were present as well. These included a sincerely held fear of mass extinction and a threat of demographic expulsion, both demonstrated in actions by the Azerbaijani pattern of state policy. The security dilemma of the Karabagh Armenians became firmly rooted during the de facto anarchy associated with the decline and eventual collapse of the Soviet system.
The limits of international mediation
Aside from the inherent obstacle of oversimplifying the core of the conflict, international mediation attempts seeking to foster a negotiated settlement to the Karabagh conflict face additional constraints, both as a result of the mediators' strategy and from several important external factors. Initial approaches to the Karabagh conflict (and to other global crises as well) rested on the premiss that the post-cold war era offered new opportunities for the world powers to intervene on a global level to mitigate, mediate, and help resolve ethnic conflicts. This premiss of a "new world order" hoped that the external enforcement of agreements between warring parties would lead to a new period of stability in conflict prone areas. It was in this optimistic initial period that the USA began to exert a dominant role in the Middle East peace negotiations, and joined the European powers in attempting to resolve the bloody conflicts in the former Yugoslavia. Very soon into this initial period, however, it became evident that the new post-cold war period deprived the great powers of the political will necessary for such international commitments.
